Go Green
Let’s Virtualise

Do more with less

The IT Challenges Today
Today, many CIOs and IT Managers face a long list of challenges to solve
the explosion in the scope and complexity of IT platforms adopted in
1990s. The demanding business environment, coupled with exponential
data growth has led to rapid expansion of server counts, storage volumes
and network complexity over the years.
In view of high infrastructure costs, slow response time and an
inconsistently managed infrastructure, organisations are turning to
virtualisation to radically turnaround and improve server and storage
utilisation efficiently and cost-effectively.

NCS Virtualisation Approach
Virtualisation provides the best IT investment.
As an independent system integrator, NCS has a pool of vendors’
certified architects and consultants with proven track record in deploying
successful infrastructure. Our methodology helps to put in place the
right consolidation strategy to provide an integrated virtualisation solution
that simplifies and optimises your resources. This is reinforced with our
continuous hardware support through technology refresh.
From providing consultancy services on assessment, resource capacity
planning to designing, installing and configuring your infrastructure
consolidation and containment and virtual desktop management, to a
valuable portfolio of designing and building your Green Data Center Plan,
Private Cloud, Business Continuity Plan and Disaster Recovery Solutions,
NCS is committed to enable you get the most out of Virtualisation and
Private Cloud locally and regionally.

CHALLENGES
Large number of “one-application per box”
servers
High operational and infrastructure costs
Slow response time in managing business and
operational changes
Inconsistently managed infrastructure
Revenue lost due to frequent downtime

SOLUTIONS
Design, install and configure server consolidation
and containment
Provide consultancy services on resource
capacity and optimisation planning
Design and build Business Continuity Plan and
Disaster Recovery Solutions
Design, install and configure Virtual Desktop
Management
Design and build Private Cloud

BENEFITS
Tap on largest pool of NCS vendors’ certified
professionals
Achieve bottom-line results by reducing
infrastructure costs
Respond faster to business and operational
needs
Simplify operations and increase efficient use of
resources
Deploy scalable strategy to meet organisational
changes

NCS Professional Services Offerings
Our approach starts with understanding your organisation’s
business objectives and needs, your existing infrastructure and
challenges. Enabling us to tailor and provide a suite of service
offerings that suit your IT needs:
Virtualisation Assessment
Cost Savings Assessment
Risk Management Assessment
Health-Check
Plan & Design
Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery Services

Less is More

30% greater consolidation ratio. Up to 50%
in storage savings. Reduce Total Cost of
Ownership by 30-70%. Zero downtime and
data lost for virtual machines. Achieve higher
server utilisation rate of up to 80% vs typical
rate of 30%. Up to 20% additional of energy
savings. Cut capital and operational costs by
over 50% for all applications.

Cloud Computing (build public & private cloud)
Infrastructure and Data Hosting Services
Integrated Virtualisation Services

Statement of Work
Planning and Design
Installation and Configuration
Migration of Physical to Virtual Machines
Migration of Data
Data Protection

Project Handover & Knowledge Transfer
End-to-end Virtualisation Project Management

In addition, it enables you to enjoy a seamless blend of
efficiencies and cost effectiveness by deploying private cloud
in your environment.
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User Acceptance Test

Virtualisation saves your business working capital, reduces
server room rental, overhead administration and delivers
an improved IT service level to meet your business and
organisational needs.
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